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EVERYTHING IS AWESOME
“[Blah blah blah schedule]
To its credit, it's well worth the wait ... there's not a lot wrong with Fedora 21.”

— The Register

“We've used Fedora off and on since Fedora 6 [...] Without reservation, this is the best release to date.”

— Ars Technica

“One of the finest Fedora releases.”

— Linux.com
“Fedora 21 sees the project plowing into the future with what feels like a renewed sense of direction and purpose.”

— Ars Technica

“Now, as always, if you're serious about pushing Linux to its limits, Fedora is the distribution for you.”

— ZDNet

“Fedora these days seems to be back on a solid footing for end-users with a bright future ahead.”

— Phoronix
“If you're a desktop user, there's a Fedora for you. If you're a sysadmin, there's a Fedora for you. If you're chasing the dream of cloud server futures, there's a Fedora for you. And of course if you're just looking for a distro on which to build the ultimate robot, there's still a Fedora for you.”

— Ars Technica

“Since Fedora has separated Cloud and Server editions, it makes life easier for everyone.”

— Linux.com
NO.
Fedora as an Onion Multi-Ring Plan

Ring 1: Fedora base platform (standard tools + build chains)
Ring 2: Stacks (modular "enabling" collections)
Ring 3: Environments (server, cloud, desktop)

Some apps would be packaged by Fedora; others not

Ring 0: Minimal Core

Ring 1: Fedora Platform

Ring 0: Core

Ring 2: Stacks

Ring 3: Environments

Ring 3: Applications
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reddit
boingboing
slashdot
deviantart
facebook
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Questions?

Contact: mattdm@fedoraproject.org
vs
We can ship sets without taking away the basic blocks!